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Mass Production for Composite Car Wheels,  

Car Bodies, and eVTOLs
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eVTOL could surpass autos in size, ushering in an 

era of flying for people like sitting in cars

Our cost-effective automated composite mass production is key to enabling mass

adaption of eVTOL. It can increase production efficiency by up to 10 times, and reduce

product and equipment costs by up to 80%. A two-seat eVTOL can be made at $50000.
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Composite Wheel, Chassis Tub,  and eVTOL

How to Mass Produce Them at Low Cost?
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No technology breakthroughs, no mass production  

Without two major technology breakthroughs of fast curing resin and 
automatic layup fabrics emerged in recent years, low cost mass 
production can not happen in composite industry.

Parts are made: layup fabric 1 minute, curing resin 5 minutes.



Hand lay-up fabric process is too slow and 

too expensive for a mass production.

Hand Lay-up Fabrics















Our automation fabric Layup

Our automated fabric layup technology can reduce machine costs by 80-90%. 

It is 10 to 100 times more efficient compared to an ATP machine

Automated Tape Placement (ATP)
Automated Fiber Laying (AFP)
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A car wheel has a complex structure. It needs our new 

technologies to automatically lay up fabrics.  

Automated Tape Placement (ATP) machines and Automated Fiber Laying (AFL) machines 

They can not layup complex parts efficiently. Therefore the composite is still expensive. Now it is 
changed by us. 

The wheel price can be 

reduced from $2500 to 

$ 500 each. 
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Mass production technologies for complicated composite structures
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Monocoque tub needs automated low-cost mass production 

McLaren hand made tub. 

Monocoque tub can be affordable for regular family cars to 

protect drivers and passengers in collisions, with the 

potential to save 15,000 lives annually in USA. 
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Our technologies can automatically make monocell

One generation ahead of time

•Able to make complicated wheels and tubs, not only panels.

•Much less cost to build a mass production line.



Thank you 
hahnnathan@yahoo.com

We have the key technology to low-cost mass-

produce composite bodies for F1 racing cars and

BMW i3.

We aim to use this technology to help eVTOL

manufacturers to build an two-seat eVTOL at a

$50,000 benchmark.


